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WHY FARPOINTE PREFERS
TO GO TO MARKET VIA THE
TRUE CHANNEL
By Rudy Regidor
Manager Customer Service,
Farpointe Data
CONEKT™ is Farpointe’s new mobile smartphone access control solution, which consists of mobile
access credentials and readers. This FAQ is tailored specifically for purchasing professionals, with
information to assist with the Conekt ordering and activation process.
READ MORE
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Overcoming Objections to
Smartphones as Your Credential
By Suzi Abell
3xLOGIC
As seen on SIA
Could the phone replace your access control card or fob?
Moore’s Law notwithstanding, technology advances have always outpaced
our ability to adopt and consume them. This has been and remains the
case with even the least complicated aspects of technology like electronic
access control (EAC). At their most basic level, EAC systems lock and
unlock the door, a simple task until you mix in people who need schedules
and rules and exceptions to the rules and on it goes. This article examines
the growing trend of using smartphones as credentials in EAC systems.
READ MORE

Spotlight: MCR Proximity Readers

A Guide to Good Grounding Practices

Support for sites making use of 125-kHz Indala®
proximity readers and credentials

By XETRON
October 1993

MCR Proximity Readers are specialty readers that support certain
Indala® ASP Advantage Series Proximity formats, as well as a range of
other proximity protocols. There are three models: the mullion-mount
MCR-30-H, the longer read-range MCR-50-H, and the MCR-64-H
with multi-factor verification.

Grounds are important to access control system reliability. An
understanding of noise problems and adherence to good installation
and grounding practices will result in fewer installation problems,
fewer service calls, and much more reliable performance.

Every MCR Proximity Reader carries a limited lifetime warranty.

DOWNLOAD GUIDE
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